Union Atlantic by Adam Haslett (Nan A. Talese/Doubleday, $26, 9780385524476)  “Haslett’s debut novel is the story of four diverse characters—a banker, a retired teacher, her brother, and a high school student—who are thrown together in unexpected ways. Through this powerful and prescient novel, Haslett is asking what it means to be American today.” —Susan Fox, Red Fox Books, Glen Falls, NY

The Postmistress by Sarah Blake (Amy Einhorn Books/Putnam, $25.95, 9780399156199)  “This compelling story is the answer to that request, ‘I want a really good book. I can get lost in!’ This WWII story of three women has a strong sense of Place—from the shores of Cape Cod to wartorn London. The reader will relish every word and then want to pass it along to a friend.” —Elizabeth Merritt, Tincumb’s Bookshop, East Sandwich, MA

The Girl Who Fell From the Sky by Heidi W. Durrow (Algonquin, $22.95, 9781565126800)  “The child of a black GI father and a Danish mother, Rachel never felt she had to choose between parents until a tragic event results in her living with her block grandmother. She discovers she doesn’t measure up to others’ standards of ‘blackness,’ but she’s not ‘white’ either. Rachel’s struggles are a reminder of stereotypes perpetuated, often despite the best intentions.” —Whitney Spotts, Schuler Books & Music, Cincinnati, OH

Ordinary Thunderstorms by Matthew Flaming (Harper, $26.99, 9780061536090)  “When Adam Kindred returns to London to interview for a research position at Imperial College, a chance encounter sets off his descent from academic to murder suspect in a matter of days. Trolling the underworld of London just to survive, Adam attempts to prove his innocence and escape assassination by a crazed hired killer.” —Darwin Ellis, Books on the Common, Ridgefield, CT

A Common Pornography by Kevin Sampsell (Harper Perennial, $13.99 paper, 9780061766187)  “This is a memoir written like no other—in snapshots of story and voice that come together to pay tribute to the ordinary, as well as squirming homage to the dysfunctional. Sampsell’s prose is spare, particular, and so engaging that you’ll spend all night telling yourself, ‘Just one more vignetted and I’ll get to bed.’” —Gigi Little, Powell’s City of Books, Portland, OR

The Kingdom of Ohio by Matthew Flaming (Knopf, $25.95, 9780307272751)  “Peter Force is in New York City in the early 1900s working underground to dig subway tunnels. When he meets a beautiful woman with a fantastic story about her—imagination and a bit of luck, Agnese Trussel flees from Sussex to London, where she finds work as an assistant to a firearms maker. In this unusual trade, she blossoms, becoming adept and indispensable to her master. The Book of Fires is a vividly told story that animates the 18th century.” —Jennie Turner-Collins, Joseph-Beth Booksellers, Cincinnati, OH

Secrets of Eden by Chris Bohjalian (Shaye Areheart Books, $25, 9780307394972)  “On the same day as her baptism by the Rev. Stephen Drew, Alice Hayward is murdered by her alcoholic husband, who then kills himself. The true facts of this story are gradually revealed from the perspective of four characters. The beauty of this novel comes through in the way the facts are revealed and in Bohjalian’s understanding of the human condition.” —Carol Katsoulis, Anderson’s Bookshop, Naperville, IL

The Book of Fires by Jane Borodale (Viking, $26.95, 9780670021062)  “Unwed and pregnant in 1752, but possessing a fertile imagination and a bit of luck, Agnes Trussel flees from Sussex to London, where she finds work as an assistant to a firearms maker. In this unusual trade, she blossoms, becoming adept and indispensable to her master. The Book of Fires is a vividly told story that animates the 18th century.” —Nancy Baker, The Blue Marble, Fort Thomas, KY

Settled in the Wild by notes From The Edge Of Town, by Susan Hand Shetterly (Algonquin, $21.95, 9781565126183)  “Settled in the Wild is a delightful book about living in the woods, enjoying what’s outside your window, and finding pleasure in taking the time to notice the little things right in front of us. Shetterly provides a unique window into a world of wonder.” —Sue Richardson, Maine Coast Book Shop, Inc., Damariscotta, ME

I Want To Be Left Behind Finding Rapture Here on Earth, by Brenda Peterson (Da Capo, $25, 9780060818042)  “Peterson’s latest book is the story of her unique upbringing, both in nature (her father was with the Forest Service) and in the Southern Baptist religion. At once precious and thoughtful, she weaves her way through the contradictions of growing up to find her own spiritual place in the world. ‘Glowing’ would not be too strong of an adjective for this book!” —Ann Carlson, Harborbookst, Georgetown, SC

Winter Garden by Kristin Hannah (St. Martin’s Press, $26.99, 9780312364120)  “Kristin Hannah has created her best novel to date, a story of a complex bond between a mother and her daughters. Hannah’s characters will capture your heart and enter your soul. Amazing!” —Joyce Behncke, Third Place Books, Lake Forest Park, WA

Best European Fiction 2010 by Aleksandar Hemon (Dalkey Archive Press, $15.95 paper, 9781564785435)  “Dalkey Archive, one of the top publishers of books in translation, has released a new collection with the best short stories from 30 countries throughout Europe. This is one of the best general collections of short stories out there right now.” —Nick Buzanski, Green Apple Books, San Francisco, CA

The Room and the Chair by Louise Erdrich (Harper, $25.99, 9780067002130)  “This is a memoir quilted with the patterns of vibrant characters whose lives become connected to the emotional healing of 12-year-old CeeCee. Hoffman’s first novel is a tribute to the strength of women who have survived tragedy and loss to become beacons for others who suffer from emotional scars.” —Sue Richardson, Maine Coast Book Shop, Inc., Damariscotta, ME

The Room and the Chair by Louise Erdrich (Harper, $25.99, 9780067002130)  “This is a memoir quilted with the patterns of vibrant characters whose lives become connected to the emotional healing of 12-year-old CeeCee. Hoffman’s first novel is a tribute to the strength of women who have survived tragedy and loss to become beacons for others who suffer from emotional scars.” —Sue Richardson, Maine Coast Book Shop, Inc., Damariscotta, ME

Apparition & Late Fictions A Novella and Stories, by Thomas Lynch (Norton, $24.95, 9780393042078)  “Lynch has created a collection of beautifully written and quirky stories about the allure, allusiveness, and redemptive powers of love and the variety and finality of death. These evocative tales, set mostly in the Midwest, are filled with memorable characters who will keep anyone who loves good writing turning the pages.” —Zach Sampinis, Sam Wellier’s Books, Salt Lake City, UT
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I Love You, I Hate You, I’m Hungry: A Collection of Cartoons, by Bruce Eric Kaplan (Simon & Schuster, $12.99, 9781416556947)
The Information Officer: A Novel, by Mark Mills (Random House, $25, 9781400068180)
Ransom: A Novel, by David Malouf (Pantheon, $24, 9780307378774)
Roses: A Novel, by Leila Meacham (Grand Central Publishing, $24.99, 9780446550000)
Veracity: A Novel, by Laura Bynum (Pocket, $25, 9781439123348)

Nonfiction
Get Me Out: A History of Childbirth From the Garden of Eden to the Sperm Bank, by Randi Hutter Epstein (Norton, $24.95, 9780307378774)
I Don’t Care About Your Band: What I Learned from Indie Rockers, Trust Funders, Pornographers, Felons, Self-Leashing Hipsters, and Other Guys I’ve Dated, by Julie Klausner (Gotham, $15 paper, 9781592405619)
Just Kids, by Patti Smith (Ecco, $27, 9780066211312)
Marriage and Other Acts of Charity: A Memoir, by Kate Braestrup (Little, Brown, $24.99, 9780316031912)
Stones into Schools: Promoting Peace with Books, Not Bombs, in Afghanistan and Pakistan, by Greg Mortenson (Viking, $25.95, 9780670021154)
To Hell on a Fast Horse: Billy the Kid, Pat Garrett, and the Epic Chase to Justice in the Old West, by Mark Lee Gardner (Morrow, $26.99, 9780061368271)

Mystery/Suspense
Skin: A Novel, by Mo Hayder (Grove, $22, 9780802193089)
Deeper Than The Dead, by Tami Hoag (Dutton, $26.95, 978052595951309)
Impact, by Douglas Preston (Forge, $25.99, 9780765317681)

Notables
The Little Giant of Aberdeen County by Tiffany Baker
Grand Central Publishing
9780446194228, $13.99
Recommended by Kym Havens, Wellesley Books, Wellesley, MA

Daemon by Daniel Suarez
Signet
9780451228734, $9.99
Recommended in hardcover by Caleb Wilson, Pages For All Ages Bookstore, Savoy, IL

Animals Make Us Human: Creating the Best Life for Animals by Temple Grandin & Catherine Johnson Mariner
9780547246233, $15.95
Recommended in hardcover by Rachel Glin-Levy, Books & Books, Coral Gables, FL

The Rose Variations by Marisha Chamberlain
Soho Press
9781569476185, $14
Recommended in hardcover by Ann Carlson, Harborwalk Books, Georgetown, SC

Land of Marvels by Barry Unsworth
W. W. Norton
9780393339521, $14.95
Recommended in hardcover by Russ Lawrence, Chapter One Book Store, Hamilton, MT

American Rust by Philipp Meyer
Spiegel & Grau
9780399535275, $15
Recommended in hardcover by Kester Smith, Book People Bookstore, Austin, TX

Indie booksellers are as local as local gets.
You keep money in the local economy.
You help to create local jobs.
You invest in entrepreneurship.
You conserve your tax dollars.
You help the environment.
You nurture our community.
And you discover the next best, great reads!
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